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lnstruction : Write altswersn'E-iiiiin onty, . ,i.

..''i
SECTION _ A

Very short answer type. Answer atl 4 questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1. lf an object reaches the speed of lignt, its tengin changes to

2. lf the velocity of a body doubles, its mornentum

.'''.|.
3. Whdn a particle moves under ihe action of a central force, its -..-..-- is

conserved .1

4. The.orbitalvelocity of an artiiicial satellite close to thesurface of earth is (4x1=4)

.",_.r 3.i,
SECTION - B

ij ';"

Short answer type. An5wer any ? quegtiqns;f.4ch carries 2 marks.

5. What are inertial frames of referendes?-'-

6. Write down the Lorentz transformation equations'

7. What is meant by C-frame of reference ?

8. Explain the expression for force in relativistic mechanics.

g. What happens to angular velocity when the moment of inertia of an isolated

system'is halved ?

10. Write the relation connecting torque and angular momentum.
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11. What is the significance of virtual work ?

2. $tate D'Alembert's PrinciPle.

13. Define the nth power law of force.

14. State and explain the superposition Principle. (7x2=14)

SECTION _ C

Short Essay/Problem. Answer any 4 queiiibns Each9.1r]ies 3 marks.

15. Assuming Lorentz-fiti$SerafO io-ntru.tion, calcutate.the apparent length of a
meter scale moving at a speed of 2.3 x 108 m/s:-

16. Obtain Einstein's formula for addition of velocities'

ne the centre of rnass of a-thin iii"nWrei-aain".

18. A 150 gm stone is revolved atthe gnd of 
" 

3q.cm long string at the rate of 2

revolutions per second. D.etermine its angular momentum. lf after 30 sec. it is
making only one.revolution per second, find iall=b mean torque.

1g. Derive an expression for the escape velocity for a body of mass m from the

surface of a planet of mass M and radius R and calculate the escape velocity

for earth ? (Radius of earth = 6.4 x 10o m).

20. Derive the Lagrangeis equation of p.O,.,.l,.i n of'" simple pendulum and hence

obtain the time p6riod,: . ,'., . ' ' -','n"- ',-= (4x3=12)
.,. ,- --. 
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Long essay type.Answer any 2 questions. Each carries 5 marks.

21. Describe Michelson-Morley experiment and explain the results.

. 22. State law of conservation of angular momentum and briefly explain two examples

of conservation of angular momentum.

23. Derive Keple/s law of planetary motion.

24. State the basic postulates of Einstein's special theory of relativity and briefly
explain three consequences of Lorentz transformations. (2x5=10)


